Abstract. In this paper, we give some characterization for a osculating curve in 3-dimensional Euclidean space and we define a osculating curve in the Euclidean 4-space as a curve whose position vector always lies in orthogonal complement Bi of its first binormal vector field Si. In particular, we study the osculating curves in E 4 and characterize such curves in terms of their curvature functions.
Introduction
In the Euclidean space E 3 , it is well-known that to each unit speed curve a : I C R -• E 3 with at least four countinuous derivatives, one can associate three mutually orthogonal unit vector fields T, N and B called respectively the tangent, the principal normal and the binormal vector fields. At each point q(s) of the curve a, the planes spanned by {T, N}, {T, B) and {N, B} are known respectively as the osculating plane, the rectifying plane and the normal plane. The curves a : I C R -> E 3 for which the position vector a always lie in their rectifying plane, are for simplicity called rectifying curves. Similarly, the curves for which the position vector always lie in their normal plane, are for simplicity called normal curves and finally, the curves for which the position vector a always lie in their osculating plane, are for simplicity called osculating curves. By definition, for a rectifying curve, normal curve and osculating curve the position vector a satisfies respectively:
( 1) a
(s) = ai (s)T(s) + a2(s)B(s), (2) a(s) = b 1 (s)N(s) + b 2 (s)B(s),
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3) a(s) = ci{s)T(s) + C2(s)N(s),
for some differentiate functions ai, <22,61,62, ci, c-i of s € I C R. In the Euclidean 3-space, the rectifying curves are introduced by B. Y. Chen in [1] , The Euclidean rectifying curves are studied in [1, 2] , In particular, it is shown in [2] that there exist a simple relationship between the rectifying curves and the centrodes, which play some important roles in mechanics, kinematics as well as in differential geometry in defining the curves of constant precession.
It is well known that the only normal curves in E 3 are spherical curves (for spherical curves see [6, 7, 8] ).
For unit speed plane curves in 2-dimensional Euclidean space, it is well known that the second curvature is k2 = 0. In this case, the first curvature k\ play an important role for characterization of the curve: if k\ = 0, then the curve is a straight line, if k\ = constant 0, then the curve is a circle (or a part of the circle) with the radius r = l/k\ (see [4, 5] ).
The following characterizations of circles and straight lines are wellknown. 4 , spanned by the tangent, the principal normal, and the second binormal vector fields T, N and B2 respectively. Therefore, the position vector with respect to some chosen origin, of a osculating curve a in E 4 , satisfies the equation ( 
THEOREM 1.
A unit speed plane curve x(s)
: R ->• R 2 satisfies (x(s),N(s)) -b, (b E R),
5) a(s) = A (s)T(s) + fi(s)N(s) + u(s)B 2 (s),
for some differentiable functions A(s), ¡i(s) and u(s) in arclength function s. Next, we characterize osculating curves in terms of their curvature functions ki(s), (s) and ks(s) and give the necessary and the sufficient conditions for arbitrary curve in E 4 to be a osculating. Moreover, we obtain an explicit equation of a osculating curve in E 4 .
Preliminaries
Let a : I C R -• E 4 be arbitrary curve in the Euclidean space E 4 . Recall that the curve a is said to be of unit Let {T, N, Bi, B2} be the moving Frenet frame along the unit speed curve a, where T, N, B\ and B2 denote respectively the tangent, the principal normal, the first binormal and the second binormal vector fields. Then the Frenet formulas are given by (see [3, 4] ):
The functions k\ (s), ^(s) and k3(s) are called respectively the first, the second and the third curvature of the curve a. If ks(s) / 0 for each s G I C R, the curve a lies fully in E 4 .
Osculating curves in E 3
In 3-dimensional Euclidean space, the osculating curves, which their position vector satisfy the equation (3) ., (a(s),N(s)) = b) of the position vector of a unit speed curve a(s) in E 3 satisfy the equation (7) then a is a  osculating curve, or a rectifying curve. Proof. The first part of the proof is clear from Theorem 3.1.
We assume that the tangential component a (i.e., (a(s),T(s)) = a) and the principal normal component b (i.e., (a(s),N(s)) = b) of the position vector of a unit speed curve o;(s) in E 3 satisfy the equation (7). Then we get from (7)
where a' = £{a(s),T(s)) and b' = £(a(s), N(s))
. By using (6), we obtain from (8) 
Let a be a osculating curve lying fully in E 3 with the tangential component a (i.e., (a(s),T(s)) = a) and the principal normal component b (i.e., {a(s), N(s)) = b). (i) if tangential component a is zero, then a is a circle, (ii) if principal normal component b is zero, then a is a circle or a straight line.
Osculating curves in E 4
In this section, we firstly characterize the osculating curves in E 4 in terms of their curvatures. Let a = a(s) be a unit speed osculating curve in E 4 , with non-zero curvatures fci(s), ^(s) and k^ (s). By definition, the position vector of the curve a satisfies the equation (5) Moreover, by using the first equation in (10) and relation (11), we easily find that the curvatures fci(s), ^(s) and k^s) satisfy the equation
Conversely, assume that the curvatures ki(s), ^(s) and ks(s), of an arbitrary unit speed curve a in E 4 , satisfy the equation (12). Let us consider the vector IeE 4 given by
X(s) = a(s) + c-T(s) -c-£N(s) -cB 2 (s).
By using the relations (6) and (12), we easily find X'(s) = 0, which means that X is a constant vector. This implies that a is congruent to a osculating curve. In this way, the following theorem is proved.
THEOREM 4.1. Let A(s) be unit speed curve in E 4 , with non-zero curvatures ki(s), ¿2(5) and ^(s). Then a is congruent to a osculating curve if and only if
Recall that arbitrary curve a in E 4 is called a VT-curve if it has constant curvature functions (see [4] ). It is clear that such curves holds Theorem 4.1.
The following theorem gives the characterization of a W-curves in E 4 , in terms of osculating curves. 
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